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Equipment

Introductions

Take a look at the following information featuring both new machines and models that have
been recently revamped by the manufacturers.
For more information on any of these products,
simply fill out the reader service card included in
this issue.

K-Tec 1254 ADT Pull Scraper

AGL EZ Dig Pro
The EZ Dig Pro for excavators and backhoes provides precise grade control for digging a fixed
depth or a slope, without the need for a person
in the excavation to check depth. Three solarpowered, magnet-mounted sensors take into
account the movement and angle of the bucket,
boom and dipper stick to give continuous depth
control indication (transmitted via wireless RF
communication) on the in-cab display. The oneperson system can be installed and calibrated by
any operator in 45 minutes or less. It can also be
calibrated to several machines, and retains the
data as it is moved between equipment.
Indicate 10 on inquiry card

The 1254 ADT earthmoving scraper has a 49,000-lb. empty tare weight, a 54-cu.-yd. heaped
capacity (ISO), a 14-ft. cutting width and a 40-ft. 6-in. overall length. Designed to be pulled
with a six-wheel-drive, 40-ton+ (450+ hp) articulated dump truck, the unit features heavyduty pipe tubing construction and a unique hitch design that distribute the stress load evenly
over the entire scraper, allowing the operator to easily move full loads. A push dozer/tractor in
the cut is recommended to maximize capacity. Standard features include a push block, laser
bracket mount and ride control. A large target area also enables fast, easy loading for use as a
haul wagon.
Indicate 12 on inquiry card

MB Crusher BF 90.3
Bucket Crusher
The 7,716-lb. (3,500 kg) Model
BF 90.3 bucket crusher offers an
increased load capacity of .98 cu.
yds. (.75 cu. meters), yet incorporates
reduced overall dimensions to facilitate and speed up handling for faster
crushing operations. The average
hourly production has been increased
by approximately 20% vs. the previous model. The center of gravity has
been recalculated to reduce the perception of weight during movement
and use. The strength of the rear
structure has also been improved to
increase impact resistance.
Indicate 13 on inquiry card

Screen Machine
JXT Jaw Crusher
The 98,000-lb. track-mounted JXT Jaw Crusher
features a powerful Universal Engineering jaw
crusher and a 40" x 13' vibratory grizzly feeder
with a 14-ft.-long feed hopper opening. Hydraulic
blockage clearance and remote control hydraulic
adjustment facilitate maximum productivity. The
tramp iron relief feature automatically senses and
bypasses uncrushable materials throughout operation. Wireless remote control of movement/operation enables quick and efficient setup and operation. Power is provided by a 300-hp Caterpillar
C-9 diesel engine with ACERT technology.
Indicate 11 on inquiry card

Lincoln Electric
Outback 185 Welder
The Outback 185 engine-driven welder provides a smooth DC welding output of up to
185 amps for welding steel, stainless steel or
cast iron, as well as hardfacing projects using
up to 5/32-in. stick electrode. Its single, fullrange and calibrated welding output dial
makes it easy to set the current to the task.
The AC generator provides 5,700 watts of
peak power and 5,200 watts of continuous
power. Features include a 1 1/4-in.-diameter
protective tube frame, Low-Lift grab bars
for easy jobsite handling and mobility and an
optional undercarriage for easy transport.
Indicate 14 on inquiry card
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